: Robustness analysis where all prameters where perturbed. Robustness was determined by allowing all parameters describing the controller designs produced by our optimisation approach to vary within ±50%. This includes parameters which describe the controller but were not optimised during controller design, such as transcription and translation rates, decay rates and rRNA-ribosome association rate. This demonstrates the controller action, as determined by its topology, is highly robust to all parameter changes, including to parameters whose value is difficult to tune in vivo.
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S1 Model reduction process
This full model is highly complex containing many species and many forward and reverse reaction rates.
On inspection of the model we can see that whilst the promoters change state they are not created or destroyed and so their total number for each gene remains constant (i.e. total promoter concentration is conserved):
The total number of ribosomes is also conserved as, again, ribosomes only change state such as by binding mRNA or being converted into an orthogonal ribosome:
By applying these conservation laws we are able to reduce the number of species which must be tracked in the model. For example, from Equation S3, we need only simulate the behaviour of g f because
x f = g f,T − g f as the total promoter concentration is conserved.
Individual binding and unbinding rates for genetic components and proteins are rarely reported in the literature, due to the difficulty in determining their values experimentally because of the effects of confounding factors (such as additional fluxes along the reaction pathway). However, by considering the time-scale separation of the reactions involved, we are able to reduce our model and formulate the forward and reverse reactions in terms of 'lumped' dissociation constants. By defining the model in terms of dissociation constants, we are then able to determine suitable genetic components with the desired dynamics from a search of previously published data. These effective dissociation constants of the RNA polymerase for the promoter (k X ), of the ribosome for the RBS (k L ) and of the protein for its binding site (µ) are defined as follows: Since current experimental evidence suggests that competition for RNA polymerases does not significantly limit gene expression, we remove RNA polymerase mediated competition by considering each gene to have access to its own small pool of RNA polymerase. 2, 3 Additionally, we assume that the dissociation constant for RNA polymerase is much higher than the concentration of free polymerase, consistent with experimental observations 4 . This allows us to reduce the complexity of the expressions by assuming that:
By applying these assumptions we can simplify the ODEs n the main text as follows:
The QSS of the activated circuit gene (x i ) which gives rise to mRNAs is solely a function of the input
wherex i can be considered as a measure of demand for RNA polymerase by gene i and is defined as
The ODE describing the time-evolution of the protein species is:
We can also define the constantĉ which is a measure of demand for ribosomes by gene i:
Therefore the response of p 1 depends not only on the input u 1 but also the demand for ribosomes by other genesĉ i, i =1 . This forms the basis of our circuit SISO 'process' model (the green process block in Figure 1b ).
Applying the same assumptions to the equations describing the production of the regulator p f we have
wherex f follows the same form as Eq. S7 andx f = g f,T /k X f (f 0 block of Figure 1b ). For simplicity below we assume that α f f = 1 and α fr is equal to the dissociation constant µ f . This forms the basis of the 'controller module' shown in Figure 1b .
The QSS of the three o-16S rRNA promoter states are: (i) the open free promoter (ḡ r ), (ii) the promoter when bound by σ being actively transcribed (x r , calculated usingx r ), or (iii) the promoter bound by the regulator and therefore inhibited (κ r ):ḡ
x r determines the rate of host ribosome co-option, via the o-16S rRNA (r, see Equation 18) with g r,T /k Xr determining the maximal rate (r 0 block, Figure 1b ) and µ f /(µ f + p f η f ) representing the inhibitory action of the controller p f (F block, Figure 1b ). Figure S3 ). Crucially, the model reduction process preserves the rapidly changing closed-loop dynamics produced by the non-linear controller ( Figure S3c ).
S1.1 Numerical testing of the model reduction
Initially, we simplified the model to track only protein dynamics -whose control is the main subject Figure S3d , left). In the presence of oscillatory inputs this additional reduction acts to hide the induction of oscillations in other genes due to the sharing of cellular resources ( Figure S3d, right) . This may imply a given controller design may lead to complete decoupling when it will not. Analysis of the parameters shows that o-ribosome assembly is slow ( f = 0.9 (nM·h) −1 ) which violates the assumption that these species are at quasi-steady state. 
S2 Review of model parametrisation
We conducted an extensive literature search to parametrise the basic model and synthetic circuits outlined in the main text.
σ T , R T , Cellular resources Numerous studies into translational capacity show that as growth rate falls, translational capacity, in the form of ribosome number, also falls. As our focus here is on to translational coupling, which arises most when resources are scarce, we consider the situation where cells are growing slowly, and ribosome number is low, and cell volume is small. Tadmor and Tlusty utilise a simple model of microbial growth, ribosome biosynthesis and previously published data to produce a model of how cellular resources vary with growth rate 6 . We utilise their results to approximate the level of free ribosomes in the cells. This yields a free ribosome concentration of around 5000 nM. We account for the competition between host and circuit genes by assuming only half of this pool is available to the synthetic circuit. Scott et al. 2 and Carrera et al., 7 find that circuits which utilise 50% of the cell's translational capacity (and therefore, we assume, also 50% of the free ribosomes), for transgene expression result in high burden and significant growth defects. This yields an approximate free ribosome concentration of 2500 nM which is in a similar concentration range to those used in previous studies of the cellular resource limitations. 3, 8, 9 Applying similar assumptions to RNA polymerase concentration and the results of Klumpp et al. 10 we set σ T for each gene to be 250 nM.
Our model assumes that each gene is bound by one RNA polymerase (σ) and each mRNA bound by one ribosome (R). However, in vivo, a RNA polymerase can initiate a new transcription event at the promoter before the previous polymerase has cleared the downstream gene. This leads to multiple RNA polymerase translating the same gene at once, each at a different stage. Similarly, multiple ribosomes can translate each mRNA leading to polysome complexes. We account for this in our model by increasing the copy number of each gene by n σ (i.e. the number of RNA polymerase per gene) and increasing the mRNA production rate τ by n R (i.e. the number of ribosomes per mRNA). This approach is also used by Gyorgy et al. 3 and Qian et al. 9 Note τ r is not increased as this is not increase as the o-rRNA is a not protein encoding gene. By increasing these parameters we maintain the levels of competition whilst we relate these binding energies to dissociation constants between 3 nM and 1000 nM. Additionally, experimental measurements of the the P lac promoter show it has a dissociation constant of 560 nM 14 and P P R bound by cI has a dissociation constant of 100 nM. 15 Where promoter dissociation constants could not be identified the -41 to -1 sequences of the promoter was retrieved and used to calculate the binding energy using the model developed by Brewster et al. 12 This was converted to a dissociation constant as outlined by Bintu et al., 13 using a non-specific binding dissociation constant of 10 4 nM. See Table S3 for promoter sequences and Table S4 for calculated dissociation constants. LmrR GTACCTTGACTTACATAGTAATGTGAAGTATAATATACTTT data, we estimate the wild-type RBS for the host ribosome to be on the order of k L ≈ 10 4 nM. We have previously proposed that the association between the orthogonal ribosome and orthogonal RBS is much weaker than the association between host ribosome and host RBS. We assume the orthogonal RBS dissociation is k L ≈ 10 5 nM. To extend our analysis to include stronger RBSs which could be produced (as discussed previously 20 ) we allow k L to vary between 10 3 < k L < 10 8 .
µ i,f , η i,f , Transcription factor parameters µ i,f represents the dissociation constant of the transcription factor from the DNA. Where both the on-rate, α f , and off-rate, α r , are present in the equation
we set α f = 1 h −1 to allow the off-rate to be equal to the dissociation constant. η i,f represents the co-operativity due to multimerisation and binding to the promoter.
A literature search shows the range of dissociation constant falls between 10 −2 (e.g. LacI) and 10 3 nM (e.g. Cro.). The transcription factors in the main text are shown in Table S4 . Table S4 . Strong represents 0.25k X and weak represents 2k X .
The weak TF promoter corresponds to a k D of 100 nM while the medium value corresponds to 500 nM.
In the presence of a protein degration tag we assume δ p Parametrisation of the full model We take the parameters reported in 5 as an example set for assessing the accuracy of our model reduction. We assume all parameters to be identical, unless specified, and account for multiple resource usage outlined above. S3 Circuit models and parametrisation
S3.1 Simple two gene circuits
Gene regulation : for circuit gene (i = {1, 2})
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Repressillator circuit
Gene regulation :
for repressilator circuit genes i = {1...3}
x i = g i,T k Xi µ i µ i + p i−1 ηi−1κ i = (g i,T −x i ) p i−1 ηi−1 µ i1 + p i−1 ηi−1 (S17a) for induced circuit gene i = 4x
Protein dynamics :
for repressilator circuit genes i = {1...3} 
Activation cascade
Gene regulation : for upstream gene i = 1 and downstream gene i = 2
For upstream gene (i = 1) 
